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Summary

Story 1 The Young King: When the young king is taken from the obscurity of his forest home to the palace, he is, at first, happy to wear the beautiful clothes that have been made for him. But after he dreams of the poor people struggling to make the clothes and even dying to get the jewels that are needed for them, he doesn’t want them anymore. The people, however, do not want a king who does not look like a king. On the day of his coronation, the young king puts on his old clothes, takes up his old stick and puts on a crown of wild roses. He is jeered by the crowd as he walks to the church. While he is talking to the priest, a group of angry government officials come into the church and insist that he cannot be king. At that moment a shaft of sunlight comes through the windows and transforms his appearance into one far more beautiful than anyone has ever seen. The priest declares he has been crowned by somebody greater than himself, and is therefore king.

Story 2 The Birthday of the Infanta: The Infanta is the twelve-year-old daughter of the King of Spain. A big show is put on for her birthday with music, magicians and rides, but the funniest act is an ugly dancing dwarf. The Infanta throws him a rose, which he interprets as a sign of love. When he tries to find her in the palace he comes face to face with his own image in a mirror for the first time and realises that he is ugly and only used as an object for the Infanta to laugh at. When she comes into the room, she orders him to dance but he just lies on the floor. The doctor tells her that the dwarf has died of a broken heart.

Story 3 The Happy Prince: The Happy Prince is a statue of gold and jewels which looks down on a city, but he is not as happy as the people think. When a small bird takes shelter under the figure, she realises that the statue is crying. The prince explains that when he was alive he knew nothing of poverty and sadness, but now he can see it all around the city. The bird really should return to a warmer climate but she stays to help the prince. She takes a jewel from his belt and gives it to a poor dressmaker. Then the prince tells her to take one of his eyes, made of beautiful Indian stones, and give it to a poor writer. Then he tells her to take his other eye and give it to a poor girl. As the prince is now blind, the bird decides to stay with him. She dies of the cold, and the prince’s metal heart cracks with sadness. The people pull the statue down and burn it, all except for the heart which refuses to burn. They throw this and the dead bird away. These are taken into heaven because they are the two best things in the city.

Story 4 The Fisherman and his Soul: One day a fisherman catches a beautiful mermaid in his net. He lets her go on the condition that she comes to him when he calls her and sings because her songs attract the fish. He falls in love, but to be with her he must first send his soul away. He consults a witch on how to do this and she tells him she will help if he dances with her that night on the mountain. She tells him he must cut away his shadow as the shadow is the body of the soul. His soul protests but is cut away and the fisherman is free to join the mermaid in the sea. After a year, the soul returns and tells the fisherman about a magic mirror he has to offer him in return for the fisherman taking back his soul. The
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fisherman refuses. A year later, the soul returns again and offers the fisherman a priceless ring. Again, the fisherman declines. In the third year, the soul offers him a dancing girl. Knowing the mermaid has no feet and can’t dance, he accepts the offer and man and soul are reunited. On their way to see the girl, the soul tells the fisherman to do bad things and to kill a man. He tries to cut his soul away for a second time, but this is impossible. He waits by the sea for years but the mermaid does not come. Then, one day the dead body of the mermaid is washed ashore. The grieving fisherman’s heart breaks, the soul enters his heart, and the sea covers the fisherman.

**Story 5 The Nightingale and the Rose:** A young student is desperate to find a red rose to win the heart of a girl. A nightingale overhears him and sets out to find a red rose. She goes to the first rose tree but its flowers are white. The second tree’s flowers are yellow and the third tree’s flowers, which were red, have all died from the cold. However, the tree tells the bird that she can make a red rose if she is prepared to sing while piercing her heart with a thorn and letting her blood flow into the tree. She decides to do it. That night, she begins to sing and a rose opens on the tree. It is white and the bird has to press deeper against the thorn. The rose turns a beautiful red, but the bird doesn’t see it. She is dead. The next day, the student finds the rose outside his window. He runs to the girl but she is not impressed by the rose as someone has already given her some fine jewels. He throws away the rose, and decides that love must be a stupid thing since it promises things it can’t deliver, and it is not as valuable as learning useful things in books.

**Story 6 The Star Child:** A group of woodcutters find a small child in the forest, wrapped in a gold coat covered in stars. The child had fallen from the sky. One of the woodcutters decides to look after the boy, despite having many children of his own and being very poor. The child grows into a beautiful-looking boy, but he is mean and unkind to every one around him and believes he is superior. One day a beggar woman comes to the village and claims that the star child is her long lost son. He rejects her and sends her away. At this point, his good looks disappear and he is now an ugly boy. He vows to repent and find his mother. He searches for three years, and then one day he is bought by an old man and imprisoned in his house as a slave. The old man, who is really a magician, tells him to go and bring him a piece of white gold from the forest. With the help of a rabbit, he finds the gold but gives it to a starving man. The old man hits him, and orders him to bring a piece of yellow gold. This he finds too, but again he gives it to the starving man. This happens again with a piece of red gold. As he is walking through the streets, people comment on how beautiful he is and hail him as their new king. The star child says he is not because he is the son of a beggar woman. Finally he meets the king and queen, the king being the starving man he had given the gold to, and the queen his mother. He is crowned king, and every one is happy because he is a kind and generous king.

**Story 7 The Selfish Giant:** A giant returns home after seven years to find some children playing in his wonderful garden. He sends them away and builds a wall around the garden. When spring comes, there are flowers everywhere except in the giant’s garden, which is cold and bare. One day, the giant looks out of his window and sees that his garden is full of children again and the trees full of flowers. He notices a small boy crying next to a tree that is still bare. He realises that he has behaved badly and goes out to talk to the children. They all run away from him except the small boy. The giant puts the boy in the tree, who kisses him, and the children come back. The small boy then disappears for years until one day the giant sees him with cuts on his hands and feet. The boy tells the giant that he wants him to come and play in his garden in the sky. Later, the children find the giant dead under the tree, covered in white flowers.

**Background and themes**

**Religion:** There are clear references to religion in Stories 1, 3 and 7. God crowns the Young King and receives the Happy Prince and the Selfish Giant into his kingdom.

**Repentance:** Salvation through repentance of one’s sins is the theme of The Star Child, and to some extent The Fisherman and his Soul. By looking for his mother to say sorry, the Star Child becomes beautiful again and is crowned king. The fisherman is reunited with his love and finds salvation in death.

**Love:** The realisation of his ugliness, and therefore the impossibility of the Infanta returning his love, kills the dwarf. The nightingale’s unselish love of love itself and its fruit in the form of a beautiful rose, is both mortal and in vain.
Discussion activities

Before reading

1 Research: Tell the students that Oscar Wilde is a very important figure in literature and ask them to look for information on the Internet about him. The students prepare a short biography of Wilde and present it to the class. Tell them also to include some famous quotes.

Story 1

While reading (p. 2, after ‘As he slept, he dreamed.’)

2 Discuss: Put the students into small groups and ask them to talk about dreams. Consider the following questions: Do you dream often? Do you dream in colour, or in black and white? Do you have the same dream many times? Do you have bad dreams? Do you think dreams can tell the future? What do dreams mean?

Story 2

While reading (p. 10, after ‘The Infanta has given me a white rose and she loves me.’)

3 Role play: Put the students in pairs and ask them to act out a conversation between the dwarf and the Infanta. The dwarf tells her he wants to marry her and she gives him all the reasons why this is impossible. See the Discussion activities key for an example beginning to the conversation.

After reading

4 Write and guess: Put students in pairs and ask them to choose a short paragraph from Stories 1 and 2. Tell them then to write it again, making five changes to words in the text. Students then read out their paragraphs to the other students, who have to identify the mistakes.

Story 3

After reading

5 Pair work: Write the following words on the board: blue jewels, Egypt, dead flowers, a hole, eggs, beggar, fire. Ask the students to talk and write in pairs to say how these words were used in Story 3.

Story 4

Before reading

6 Group work: Put the students in groups of four and write the word Mermaid on the board. Ask the students what the word means. Tell the students to think of what a mermaid looks like and to give you words that could be used to describe one. Then, ask them to think of any other mythical creatures they know and to describe them.

After reading

7 Write and guess: Write The mermaid had green eyes on the board. Elicit which word is wrong from the students (blue, not green). Now students choose a sentence from Story 4 and rewrite it changing one word. Students talk to each other, reading out their sentences, and the other students have to identify and correct the mistake.

8 Write: Tell the students to imagine they are journalists on a local newspaper. The body of the fisherman and the mermaid has been found on the beach. Tell them to write an article describing the scene and giving possible explanations for what has happened.

Story 5

Before reading

9 Game: Tell the students that a nightingale is a type of bird. Then put them in small groups and give them five minutes to write down all the names of animals they know in English. The group with the longest list wins.

After reading

10 Discuss: The story is about love. Tell the students to talk about any books or films they know in which love is the central theme. Consider the following questions: Do you like these stories/films? Do they usually have a sad or happy ending? Are the people usually very good looking? Are these stories like real life?

Story 6

While reading (p. 50, after ‘When he pushed a stick into the eyes of a little rabbit, they laughed.’)

11 Discuss: Put the students in groups and ask them to talk about people’s attitudes to animals in their country. Consider the following questions: Do a lot of people keep animals as pets? What animals do they keep? Is it OK to use animals in sport? Is it OK to kill animals and not eat them? Do many people refuse to eat animals? Do people use animals to make clothes?

After reading

12 Write, ask and answer: Write Who did the star child throw stones at? on the board and elicit the answer (A sick man). Now tell students to write similar questions about Story 6. Students then talk to each other in a group, asking and answering each other’s questions.

Story 7

Before reading

13 Group work: Put the students in small groups and write the word selfish on the board. Make sure the students know the meaning. Then ask them to think of all the words we can use to describe a person’s character. Put these on the board and add some of your own, explaining the meaning of the words. Students can then describe their own characters and those of people they know.
While reading

Story 1

1 Find the right words in Story 1.
   a The opposite of wide. (p. 2) ..........................  
   b This person is the boss and people work for him or her. (p. 2) ..........................  
   c An expensive metal. (p. 2) ..........................  
   d It’s a part of the body. People wear belts around it. (p. 4) ..........................  
   e A red thing we have in our bodies. (p. 4) ..........................  
   f A lot of people in one place together. (p. 4) ..........................  
   g Something you can see your face in. (p. 4) ..........................
   h It’s a type of flower. (p. 6) ..........................

2 Underline the wrong word(s) and put the right one(s).
   a The king’s daughter married a musician. ..........................
   b One day, a rich man saw the young king in front of a picture from Paris. ..........................
   c The men on the ship put the pearls in a black bag. ..........................
   d Blood was coming from the slave’s ears and nose. ..........................
   e The priest was a young man. ..........................
   f White flowers grew from the young king’s coat. ..........................

Story 2

3 Put the words in the right place to make a sentence.
   a pipe Indian music a An played on man ........................................
   b gave The rose dwarf Infanta the white a ........................................
   c through The little dwarf little went a door ........................................
   d books red were There table round a big on ........................................
   e dwarf rose pieces pulled The to the ........................................
   f heart dwarf a The died broken of ........................................

4 What’s first? Number the sentences 1–6.
   a The dwarf hit the floor with his hands. ........................................
   b The Infanta gave the dwarf a rose. ........................................
   c The dwarf died. ........................................
   d The king went to see his dead queen. ........................................
   e The dwarf danced in front of the Infanta. ........................................
   f The dwarf saw himself in a mirror. ........................................

Story 3

5 Put words on the left with words on the right.
   look in pieces
   fall sad
   finish lands
   break asleep
   throw a story
   strange away

6 Put the underlined letters in the right order to make a word.
   a The little bird heard the sound of dancing in the ลำนำ a ..................
   b A clever man thought it was nasuluu ..................... to see that kind of bird.
   c The little bird told the prince strange and หมี v ุย e า ..................
   d The children’s faces became gbehrtir ..................... when the swallow gave them the gold.
   e An ptotmrnia ..................... man looked up at the statue.
   f God’s rnsyseta ..................... brought Him the heart and the bird.

Story 4

7 Circle the right words.
   a The bird stayed on the statue because there was plenty of fresh food / air / water.
   b When he was alive the prince lived in a house / shop / palace.
   c The prince’s heart was made of metal / gold / silver.
   d A woman was making a dress / coat / hat for the queen’s ladies.
   e The bird’s brothers / parents / friends were waiting for him in Egypt.
   f The prince’s eyes were made of beautiful green / blue / grey stones.
   g The important man thought that the prince looked like a beggar / king / painter.

8 Circle the wrong word in the sentences.
   a The mermaids hair was as like gold.
   b The fisherman tried to touching touch the mermaid.
The witch lived near of the beach.

d The witch thought that she was as beautiful than as the mermaid.

e The fisherman knew that something was watched watching him.

f The mermaid put her arms around through the fisherman’s neck.

g The fisherman’s heart broke broken when he kissed the dead mermaid.

9 Finish the sentences with the right words.
special wise deep heavy bad metal wild

a The fisherman’s net was very …………… because a mermaid was in it.

b The mermaid had …………… blue eyes.

c The witch fought against the fisherman like a …………… cat.

d The soul saw a …………… mirror on a stone table.

e The king gave the soul his …………… ring.

f The fisherman wanted to tell the mermaid about the …………… things he did.

g The fisherman thought that love was better than being …………… or rich.

10 Underline the wrong word(s) and put the right one(s).

a The mermaid was awake in the net.
……………

b The mermaid was the sister of the King of the Sea. ……………

c The King of the Sea was a young man.
……………

d The witches knew the fisherman was on the mountain when they saw him. ……………

e The king gave the soul his …………… ring.

f The fisherman wanted to tell the mermaid about the …………… things he did.

g The fisherman thought that love was better than being …………… or rich.

Story 5

11 Are the sentences right (✓) or wrong (✗)?

a The nightingale has seen many true lovers. ✗

b The red rose tree was under the students window. ✗

c The student understood what the nightingale was saying. ✗

d The first song the bird sang to the tree was about death. ✓

e The girl’s pet was a little cat. ✓

f An officer gave the girl some jewels. ✓

12 Finish the sentences.

a The first rose tree couldn't give the bird a red rose because ………………….

b The red rose tree has no flowers because ………………….

c The bird thought that the heart of a man was more ………………….

d The student only knew things that were ………………….

e The bird did not see the red rose because ………………….

f The red rose would not go with ………………….

g The fisherman thought that love was better than being ………………… or rich.

Story 6

13 Answer the questions.

a What did the woodcutters think was in the coat?
………………………………………………

b Where did the woodcutter put the coat?
………………………………………………

c When was the child found in the forest?
………………………………………………

d How long did the child look for his mother?
………………………………………………

e Who did the child give the pieces of gold to?
………………………………………………

f What did the child do when he became king?
………………………………………………

Story 7

14 Put words on the left with words on the right.

lose stones
gates of your way
sad noise
look after men
loud ending
throw someone
wise the city

15 Find the right words in Story 7.

a It’s a season of the year. (p. 60) ……………

b It’s green and it grows in the garden. (p. 61) ……………

c It is very cold and hard. (p. 61) ……………

d It’s a part of the body. (p. 62) ……………
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1. Put the number of the story next to the sentences.
   a. Someone kills a person with a knife.
   b. Someone builds a wall.
   c. Someone dances and makes people laugh.
   d. There is a girl selling eggs.
   e. Someone dreams of seeing slaves on a ship.
   f. A student is in love with a girl.
   g. A boy says bad things to his mother.
   h. A boy has blood on his hands and feet.
   i. A boy hurts some animals.
   j. Someone is crowned king by God.
   k. A king talks to his dead queen.
   l. A bird sings beautiful songs.
   m. Someone dies in the sea.
   n. A bird dies from the cold.

2. Put the words next to the right story.
   a. witch
   b. white gold
   c. a statue
   d. a dry river
   e. a thorn
   f. beautiful songs
   g. Egypt
   h. Spain
   i. fruit trees
   j. a gold coat
   k. Story 1
   l. Story 2
   m. Story 3
   n. Story 4
   o. Story 5
   p. Story 6
   q. Story 7

3. Tick (✓) the right ending to finish the sentences.
   a. When the young king told the men about his dreams they …
      1) thought he was serious. □
      2) thought he was joking. □
      3) thought he was crazy. □
   b. At the beginning of the story, the dwarf …
      1) knew he was ugly but wasn't worried. □
      2) knew he was ugly and was unhappy. □
      3) didn't know he was ugly. □
   c. The men put the statue of the prince …
      1) in a river. □
      2) in a house. □
      3) in a fire. □
   d. The witch wanted the fisherman to …
      1) give her his gold. □
      2) dance with her. □
      3) marry the mermaid. □

4. Finish the sentences with the right names.
   The Star Child  The Giant  The Young King
   The Nightingale  The Fisherman  The Student
   The Infanta  The Happy Prince  A Witch
   a. .......................... did not want to wear fine clothes.
   b. .......................... had a beautiful garden.
   c. .......................... died in the sea.
   d. .......................... read a lot of books.
   e. .......................... gave his eyes to poor people.
   f. .......................... was beautiful, then ugly, then beautiful again.
   g. .......................... only wanted to play with people without hearts.
   h. .......................... gave someone a knife to cut away his soul.
   i. .......................... died while singing a song.

5. Answer the questions.
   a. Who was waiting in the church to crown the young king?
      ..........................
   b. Why didn't the dwarf know that he was ugly?
      ..........................
   c. Why didn't the bird go back to Egypt?
      ..........................
   d. Why did the soul make the fisherman do bad things?
      ..........................
   e. Why did the student want a red rose?
      ..........................
   f. What did the star child have to find in the forest?
      ..........................
   g. Where did the children find the dead giant?
      ..........................
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**Book key**

1.1 1 F  2 B  3 E  4 A  5 G  6 C  7 D

1.2 Open answers (1 c  2 b  3 b)

2.1 1 ✗  2 ✗  3 ✓  4 ✓  5 ✓

2.2 1 The first dream: a long, low room; thin, pale faces; gold cloth
The second dream: a slave ship; dead and bloody men; pearls from the sea
The third dream: a dark forest; men breaking rocks; a search for jewels

2 Open answers

2.3 Possible answers:
1 … her child was born.
2 … he watches his daughter.
3 … he laughs too.
4 … she gives him a white rose.
5 … he has hopes for a future with the Infanta.
6 … his heart breaks.
7 … the dwarf dies.

2.4 Open answers

3.1 1 soon  2 dry  3 sorry for  4 was  5 can
6 unhappiness

3.2 1 A  5 B  6 C  4 D  1 E  3 F  2
a cold, dies, God, sing
b two, bird, destroyed, city

3.3 1 has happened; has lost
2 has … gone; has taken
3 have … disappeared; has carried
4 has … done; has given

3.4 Open answers

4.1 1 j  2 e  3 k  4 b  5 f  6 l  7 a  8 d
9 h  10 c  11 i  12 g

4.2 1 ✓: a, b, e
2 He wants to see the dancing women because his mermaid can’t dance.

4.3 1 darkness  2 happiness  3 stranger
4 kindness  5 understanding  6 crying

4.4 1 Open answers (b a rose tree  c it has no roses/flowers)
2 Open answers (7: b, e, f, g)

5.1 1 dance  2 gold  3 colour  4 cold  5 blood
6 jewels  7 love

5.2 1 a  1 b  1 c  3 d  2 e  3 f  2 g  3
2 Open answers

5.3 1 If the student has a red rose, he will be happy.
2 He’ll sit alone at the dance if he doesn’t take one to the girl.

3 If he doesn’t dance with her, she will dance with other men.
4 A rose will grow if the nightingale sings all night.
5 If she presses her heart against a thorn, the life blood will run out.
6 The rose will turn red if it is covered with her blood.

5.4 Open answers

6.1 1 Silver stars.  2 Thieves.  3 He becomes ugly.
4 A great city.  5 A magician/old man.
6 White, yellow and red.  7 A rabbit.
8 He helps a sick man.  9 The king.
10 The king’s son.

6.2 1 ✓: A, C, E, F
2 B

6.3 1 going 2 to eat 3 looking 4 to help
5 coming 6 to meet 7 to forgive

6.4 1 Open answers
2 Open answers (c)

Talk about it: Open answers

Write about it: Open answers

Project: Open answers (2 UNICEF is a charity that helps children. It tries to give poor children and children with disabilities the same protection and hopes for the future as other children.)

Discussion activities key

1–2. Open answers

3 D: I love you and want to marry you. You are so beautiful!
I: Me marry you! You are the ugliest thing I have ever seen. I only like to see you because you make me laugh.
D: But I am a beautiful person inside.
I: I am a princess and you are nobody. How can I marry you?
D: We can live in the forest and no one will know.
I: In a forest! I am ………………… .

4 Open answers

5 Suggested answers:
The prince’s eyes are made of blue jewels. The bird wants to go to Egypt. There are dead flowers at the writer’s side. The bird flies through a hole in the roof. The girl drops the eggs. An important man says the statue looks like a beggar. The statue is put on a fire.

6 Suggestions: giants, witches, goblins, elves, vampires, werewolves, fairies. + Open answers

7–12. Open answers
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Activity worksheets key

1 a narrow  b employer  c gold  d waist  
   e blood  f crowd  g mirror  h rose

2 a musician > painter  
   b Paris > Venice  
   c black > green  
   d nose > mouth  
   e a young > an old  
   f coat > stick

3 a An Indian man played music on a pipe.  
   b The Infanta gave the dwarf a white rose.  
   c The dwarf went through a little door.  
   d There were red books on a big, round table.  
   e The dwarf pulled the rose to pieces.  
   f The dwarf died of a broken heart.

4 a 5  b 3  c 6  d 1  e 2  f 4

5 look–sad  
   fall–asleep  
   finish–a story  
   break–in pieces  
   throw–away  
   strange–lands

6 a palace  b unusual  c wonderful  d brighter  
   e important  f servants

7 a air  b palace  c metal  d dress  e friends  
   f blue  g beggar

8 a as  b touching  c of  d than  e watched  
   f through  g broken

9 a heavy  b deep  c wild  d metal  e special  
   f bad  g wise

10 a awake > asleep  
   b sister > daughter  
   c a young > an old  
   d saw > smelt  
   e bought > stole  
   f wiser > richer  
   g paid > killed

11 a ✗  b ✓  c ✓  d ✗  e ✗  f ✓

12 a its roses were white.  
   b the winter cold froze them.  
   c important than the heart of a bird.  
   d written in books.  
   e she was lying dead in the long grass.  
   f the colour of the girl’s dress.

13 a Pieces of gold.  
   b In a big box.  
   c Ten years ago.  
   d Three years.  
   e A sick man.  
   f He gave bread and clothes to the poor, and was kind and good to everyone.

14 lose–your way  
   gates of–the city  
   sad–ending  
   look after–someone  
   loud–noise  
   throw–stones  
   wise–men

15 a spring  b grass  c ice  d neck

Progress test key

1 a 4  b 7  c 2  d 3  e 6  f 1  g 5  h 7  i 6  
   j 1  k 2  l 5  m 4  n 3

2 Story 1: a dry river, a dead stick
   Story 2: a dwarf, Spain
   Story 3: a statue, Egypt
   Story 4: a witch, a mermaid
   Story 5: a thorn, beautiful songs
   Story 6: white gold, a gold coat
   Story 7: a cold garden, fruit trees

3 a 2  b 3  c 3  d 2  e 2  f 2  g 1

4 a The Young King  
   b The Giant  
   c The Fisherman  
   d The Student  
   e The Happy Prince  
   f The Star Child  
   g The Infanta  
   h A Witch  
   i The Nightingale

5 a The most important priest.  
   b Because there were no mirrors where he lived.  
   c Because he wanted to stay with the happy prince.  
   d Because he had no heart.  
   e Because he wanted to give it to a girl.  
   f Three pieces of gold.  
   g In his garden, under a tree.